
 

THE BACK STORY 

 

Two Visions, One Goal.      (Geoff Shattock and Ricky Powell) 

 

In 1996, Geoff Shattock, having been Director of Evangelism and Mission Advisor to 280 London 

Baptist churches, had a vision to connect, equip, and resource Christians all over the world in the 

field of integrating their faith with their work. The question was how… 

 

In 1996, Ricky Powell moved from being Assistant to Lead Pastor at Fort Caroline Baptist Church, 

Jacksonville, Florida, growing the church to an active membership of 800 people, with 2000 on the 

roll. 

 

In the 20 years since founding WorkTalk (a new ministry) in January 1997, Geoff has developed a 

unique, seven-dimensional model of work, revealed in a dream from the Lord, based on the seven 

sayings of Christ, from the ultimate workplace we call the Cross. 

 

This seven-dimensional model has been expressed into a book, a training course, and a forty day, 

fully integrated, whole church, all age program called Four Zero. The question emerged as to where 

would be the most effective place to deliver this revelation and insight. 

 

Since 1997, Ricky Powell has held a secret vision in his heart to create a church that blesses other 

churches. Keeping his vision private, waiting upon God, and not wanting to be presumptuous, Ricky 

wanted to be seen as a Kingdom builder, not an empire builder. 

 

For 8 years, Geoff has been crossing the Atlantic, taking his ministry to the US city of 

Jacksonville and it has been amazingly well received. The book was published in Jacksonville, and 

the forty-day program designed and piloted in ten Jacksonville churches (total membership 15,000 

people). The potential now exists to dramatically multiply this blessing throughout Florida, and the 

US. 

 

Ricky Powell was one of the early adopters of WorkTalk material, delivering a faithful, high quality, 

integrated version of Four Zero for his own church as the lead preacher and teacher. 

 

Holding onto a vision that WorkTalk has the capacity to impact the entire US workforce, Geoff was 

seeking clarity as to how this could be achieved. 

 

Holding onto his vision for a church that blesses other churches, but not seeing how it could be 

fulfilled, Ricky was looking for answers to stir in his heart. 

 

Neither vision had final focus and clarity as to the best way ahead. 

 

Until now. 

 



 

 

In 2014, Ricky received word from the Lord that he should invite Geoff Shattock onto the staff of 

Fort Caroline Baptist Church, to create a relevant, radical church founded on the seven sayings of 

our Lord, following the profound principles that Ricky had experienced in Geoff’s  ministry, thus 

creating a church with enormous capacity to bless other churches. 

 

Since 2013 Geoff Shattock had been in discussions with the US Immigration Service, but was not 

finding the right model of operation to satisfy his vision, nor their criteria. 

 

Ricky’s invitation would mean that Geoff would become Director of Workplace Ministries and found 

a Center for Faith and Work in Fort Caroline, becoming a special advisor to Ricky. 

 

This merging of visions would release Ricky into his vision of a church that blesses other churches 

by teaming up with Geoff Shattock to multiply the effective and healthy model of church that Ricky 

has already built up. 

 

At the same time by integrating the elegant and healthy principles that Geoff would bring, a unique 

church approach would be pioneered, with the capacity to invite other pastors for training, 

encouragement, comfort, and inspiration. 

 

Central to this vision, Fort Caroline Baptist Church itself would grow and develop by experiencing 

internal blessing, generating more and more capacity to realize both visions harnessed to one goal. 

 

It should be noted that Fort Caroline, Florida, has a history of bringing the Christian faith to the 

North American continent. The first Bibles were read at Fort Caroline, the first Christian prayers 

were prayed there, and indeed the first martyr lost his life at Fort Caroline, with the words “Father 

forgive them for they do not know what they are doing” on his lips. 

 

Ricky, having heard from the Lord, shared with Geoff. This was a new approach, a different model 

and would be a different employer. In human terms Ricky felt he should head-hunt Geoff!   Geoff 

asked for a week to consider the suggestion. 

 

Geoff shared with his teams who encouraged him to respond positively to Ricky’s vision. 

 

Over the course of the next months Ricky shared with his trustees, finance team, and personnel 

team who all unanimously voted in favor of the proposal to invite Geoff onto the staff of Fort 

Caroline as Director of Faith work ministries.  

 

On April 26th 2015 the church unanimously voted to extend the invitation to Geoff. 

 

Having applied for the religious worker visa the church gained approval in August 2015.  Since that 

time the US Embassy in London has refused to grant the visa citing issues dating back to 2013 on 

the original application via WORKTALK USA. 

 

Although we have answered all the issues raised, the Embassy has still not agreed to grant the visa 

so we are now in the final legal processes related to that decision. 

 

This is very frustrating because the job is in place, the church wants to bring Geoff onto staff, the 

funds are in place and the vision remains strong.  

 



 

Please be aware that there are 146 million individuals in the US workforce, and without a doubt, 

they are the most powerful human force ever to have existed in the history of the planet. The six 

hours that Christ spent on the Cross are, without doubt, the most powerful working hours ever seen 

in the history of the planet. 

 

Through the uniting of both these visions, working through God’s chosen agency on earth – the 

church - and combining with the special insights of these two men of God, we believe that this has 

been a vision, twenty years in the making and has the potential to bring amazing blessing to 

stressed and pressurized worker helping them to enjoy their work more and find a deeper sense of 

meaning and purpose. 

 

 

Please join us to pray for these good visions to be realized so that many will benefit 


